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The Deka from Stiegelmeyer is far more than just a 
single model of bed. It represents a platform with a 
variety of equipment options and dimensions. 
Every institution can build their own hospital bed from 
the available options to suit their own in-house medical 
and budget requirements down to the last detail.

All options provide users with the sought-after  
Stiegelmeyer quality and excellent value for 
money. They provide a coherent design concept that 
leaves plenty of room for personal preferences – such 

The Deka is available in mechanical and various  
motorised versions to suit every requirement. Thus, it 
covers specific needs ranging from psychiatric care to 
classic applications in nursing care.

All models are easy to wheel from one place to 
another and can be effortlessly manoeuvred even 
within a tight space. Customers also have the option 
to add a 5th castor. Where space is limited, a nar-
rower version is available in an 80 cm, instead of 
90 cm wide, mattress base.

as the choice of head and footboards and decors. 
This allows the bed to blend in with the functionality 
and style of every hospital unit.

The ingenious clean line design of the Deka makes it 
easy to thoroughly clean the bed. The machine 
washable model supports hospitals with efficiently 
combating multi-resistant pathogens. Customers reap 
the benefits of Stiegelmeyer’s cooperation with  
Belimed – the leading manufacturer of machine 
washers.

In addition to the numerous equipment options  
available, every Deka model can be trans formed into 
a bespoke dream bed using original Stiegelmeyer 
accessories. Read on to find out about the many options 
available on the Deka platform.

A bed for every requirement

Benefits for nursing staff

•ergonomic waist level  
 working height 
•back-friendly adjustment  
 of mechanical version
•effortless operation of 
 ¾ safety side
•good manoeuvrability

Benefits for technical staff

•sturdy, maintenance-friendly 
 design
•well protected from damage 
 through good manoeuvrability  
 and wall deflection rollers
•outstanding hygiene  
 properties maintain the  
 bed's surfaces

Benefits for patients

•comfortable mattress base 
 with sliding backrest
•intuitive operation of electric 
 models using a handset
•ample room in the Junior 
 version
•attractive design

Modular
concept
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No back-straining height 
adjustment by hand

Trendelenburg 
position

Reverse- 
Trendelenburg 
position

Mechanical bedMechanical 
bed

Machine
washability

German
engineering 
design

Bed
extension

5th castor

Electricity costs money and is not always consistently 
available. The mechanical version of the Deka enables 
the user to operate the bed irrespective of electri-
city supply. Working at an ergonomic waist-level 
height, carers can effortlessly make various bed ad-
justments to obtain a comfortable lying position 
for patients.

The Deka moves through its large height adjustment 
range of 43 to 82.5 cm with the aid of a pedal that 

The Deka backrest can be adjusted by nursing staff in 
one easy movement (image 1). As standard, the bed 
is fitted with a retracting backrest (image 2). It sup-
ports the patient’s body during adjustment to prevent 
the occurrence of unpleasant shearing forces. The Deka 
provides a comfortable reverse- Tren delen burg 
position as well as a Trendelenburg po sition in 
case of an emergency (image 4). Both positions are 
set mechanically using a lever at the foot end.

nursing staff can easily reach with their foot at any 
time (image 3). Integrated power assistance redu ces 
the physical effort of adjustments. In its mechanical 
version, the hi-lo adjustment of the Deka takes place 
in a vertical complete trajectory that eliminates the 
possibility for unexpected collisions with its surround-
ings, thereby preventing damage.

The Deka provides security and protection agains falls 
through the effortless use of its pivoting ¾ safety 
sides. Beds without any safety sides can be retrofitted 
with full length safety sides.

The mechanical model – sturdy and durable

1.

3.

2.

4.
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Deka versions offering motorised adjustment of the 
bed provide many comfort features and great safety 
and reliability. Here, too, there are many versions to 
choose from: Possible versions include a single motor 
for the backrest, 2 motors for backrest and height 
adjustment or the 3-motor variant (large picture), 
which includes an additional motor for moving the 
thigh rest.

Briefly holding the handset in front of the locking magnet 
at the side of the bed (image 2) is all that is needed for 
nursing staff to unlock the handset with its integrated 
locking feature (image 1) and manage its functions 
by touch ing the respective buttons. The handset with its 
intuitiv e ly comprehensible pictograms is self explana-
tory and easy to use.

Nursing staff and patients can select all adjustment 
options conveniently and safely on a handset. There 
are 2 handset models which enable functions to be 
locked in different ways - on the handset itself or using 
a locking box at the foot end of the bed.

The alternative handset is used to lock or enable 
individual functional groups with the aid of a locking 
box in the linen holder (image 3). The Tren delenburg 
position and reverse-Trendelenburg position can be 
quickly and safely acti vated with a lever (image 4).

The motorised electric model

German
engineering 
design

Bed
extension

5th castorMachine
washability

Reverse- 
Trendelenburg 
position

Trendelenburg 
position

4.

2.

3.

1.
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In various clinical environments, hospital beds need  
to meet basic requirements: they need to be easy to 
manoeuvre, sturdy, safe and hygienic. The mechani-
cal version of the Deka with fixed height provides such 
basic features. This model is available in a height of 
55 cm – a great composition that provides both a  
favourable bed exit height and an ergonomic work-
ing height.

The Deka with a fixed height is distinguished by its out-
standing value for money features. It reduces the cost 
of ownership thoughout its life span with its particu-

In psychiatric institutions, restless patients require spe-
cial protection. The Deka has been designed to prevent 
patients from causing damage and to ensure they 
cannot injure themselves or nursing staff with any single 
part of the bed.

Our specially designed Deka for use in psychiatric 
care provides a high standard of safety in this 
medical environment. A very securely attached height 
adjustment pedal, tightly bolted brake levers, a steel 
mesh mattress base that is welded in place, and spe-
cially secured head and footboards all reflect the 

larly sturdy and maintenance-friendly design. 
Additionally, patients and carers benefit from the  
Deka's special strengths, such as its hyigiene-friend-
 liness, easy to use safety sides and optional reverse- 
Trendelenburg position.

sturdy design. The great comfort that this bed provides 
has a beneficial effect and enhances the quality of 
life. If immobilising the patient is nevertheless unavoid-
able, the backrests and sliding rails provide addi-
tional fixation points for belts. With its customised 
equipment options, Stiegelmeyer provides tailor- 
made solutions to meet every environment's needs. 

Please feel free to get in touch with us to learn 
more about the Deka's different options for 
psychiatric units.

The fixed height mechanical model –
reliable basic care

Ideal for psychiatric  
institutions

1.

2.

3.
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Children and young people in hospital are particularly 
dependent on a feeling of security and warmth. 
Deka junior contributes to overall well-being and pro-
motes speedy recovery of young patients. With its  
80 x 180 cm mattress base, it provides plenty of room 
for children and teens. It is also easy to manoeuvre and 
position in small rooms. The 20 cm bed extension provi-
des flexibility and comfortably accomodates taller pa-
tients. The Deka junior, like the adult models, can be sup-
plied in mechanical or a variety of motorised versions.

If, however, patients are restricted in their mobility, 
such as after an operation, and need to be protected 
from falling out of bed, then the optional ¾ safety 
side is the right choice. It can be operated effortlessly 
by the nursing staff. For maxium protection full-
length safety sides are also available. They can be 
quickly and easily attached to the bed (image 2). This 
provides users with the option to respond to a changed 
situation or adapt the bed for a new occupant in next 
to no time.

To create a happy, positive atmosphere for young 
people, there are particularly lively decors available, 
such as the fresh Baltic Sea blue (large image) or 
Gold decor.

Many young people are also mobile while in hospital, 
and it is no problem for them to get up and move 
around. This is why the basic Deka junior model does 
not include safety sides, and so allows the patient to 
get in and out of bed unhindered (image 1).

With Deka junior, the Trendelenburg and reverse- 
Trendelenburg positions are adjusted manually in case 
of an emegergency by using the lever at the foot end 
of the bed (image 4).

Deka junior – vitality for young patients

1.

3.

2.

4.

For
children  
and teens
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Good manoeuvrability on modern castors Safe and hygienic mattress bases

Hospital beds often need to be allocated fast, fre-
quently at far-out locations within the building. To 
provide ideal manoeuvrability, Stiegelmeyer offers  
various castors which are just right for meeting value 
for money requirements. The double castor (image 1),  
integral castor (image 2) and ST smooth running 
castor (image 3) have excellent running properties 
with their large 150 mm diameters. The standard 
castor (image 4) with a 125 mm diameter ensures 

The Deka’s differentiated modular system can also be 
seen in the choice of available mattress bases. For 
particular sturdiness and durability, Stiegelmeyer offers 
mattress bases made of steel mesh, which are 
either welded in place (image 1) or are re movable 
(image 2). The hygiene mattress base was de-
veloped for quick and thorough cleaning (image 3). 
This is made of polypropylene and impresses with its 
water draining design and breathable venting 

slits. Both mattress base models can be fitted with 
radiolucent backrests for x-raying patients without 
the need to move them (image 4).

The Deka can be delivered with a 2-section mattress 
base with an adjustable backrest (image 5) or with  
a 4-section mattress base (image 6), thereby pro-
viding a solid solution for various clinical environments.

effortless manoeuvrability. Castors can be braked indi-
vidually or optionally centrally braked, as required. 
For excellent tracking ability and precise manoeuvra-
bility in the tightest of spaces, we recommend the use 
of a 5th castor (large image).

An optional chassis cover protects the Deka from 
getting dirty and makes it easier to clean.

1. 3.2. 4.

1.

3.

2.

4.

5. 6.
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Valero Classic Intercontinental

A range of 12 attractive colours and wooden decors 
is available for adding a personal touch to the Deka 
hospital bed. We would be pleased to advise you.

Decors

Head and footboards

Adjustment ranges

Backrest adjustable to 
an approx. 71° angle

Reverse-Trendelenburg 
position possible to 18°

Trendelenburg position 
(shock position) possible 
to 16°

Fowler position Raised leg position Orthopaedic position (spinal with  
legs bent and raised), thigh rest  
approx. 90° for mechanical model, thigh 
rest approx. 30° for motorised model

Highest mattress base 
position: 82.5 cm

Cardiac chair position

Lowest mattress  
base position: 43 cm

Design details

A wealth of available equipment options transforms 
the Deka into a tailor-made bed. Many hospitals are 
making provision for an increasing number of taller 
patients. With its optionally available integrated  
20 cm bed extension, the Deka fulfils this need 
(image 1). The linen holder at the foot end is extreme-
ly helpful by providing a place to store the linen whilst 
making the bed (image 2).

A patient lifting pole that spans the entire bed is 
able to follow the position of the patient flexibly, and 
also provides ample room for further attachment  

positions (image 3). The space-saving round or 
oval tube lifting poles can be inserted on the right 
or left-hand side of the head end (image 4).

The wall deflection rollers protect the bed and  
the room furnishings against damage by preventing 
collisions when moving the bed (image 5). The verti-
cally and horizontally effective wall deflection 
roller protects the bed additionally during height 
adjustments (image 6). The deflection cone prevents 
collisions from the outset.

1.

3.

5.

2.

4.

6.
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* not available in every version

Technical data Equipment and options

Mattress base  
• steel mesh base welded in place 
• steel mesh base removable 
• hygiene mattress base with radiolucent 
 HPL backrest 
• hygiene mattress base 
• hygiene mattress base with radiolucent 
 HPL backrest 
• 20 cm bed extension  
 
Adaptations 
for patient care accessories 
• two internal adaptor sleeves each 
 for patient lifting poles or infusion stands 
 at head and foot end 
• universal holders on head and footboards 
• fully removable 
• available in a range of individually selectable 
 colours and decors 

Materials 
• chassis and mattress base frame: 
 welded steel construction with durable 
 polyester powder coating 
• headboard/ footboard panels: 
 - Valero head and footboard: HPL (8 mm) 
 - Classic head and footboard: HPL (8 mm) 
 - Intercontinental head and footboard: PE plastic 
• mattress base: welded steel construction with 
 with durable polyester powder coating 
 PP plastic 
• radiolucent HPL backrest 
 

Dimensions and weights Deka 90 Deka 80 Deka junior

External dimensions 102.5 – 213 cm 92.5 – 213 cm 92.5 – 193 cm

Mattress base (mattress dimensions) 90 x 200 cm 80 x 200 cm 80 x 180 cm

Bed extension 20 cm 20 cm

Mattress base division approx. 80/20.5/34.5/56 cm approx. 70/20.5/34.5/45.8 cm

Backrest length compensation 8 cm 8 cm

Safe working load 225 kg 225 kg

Maximum patient weight 185 – 215 kg 185 – 215 kg

Ground clearance of chassis approx. 15 cm approx. 15 cm

Total weight approx. 130 kg approx. 125 kg

Protective height of 3/4 safety sides 41 cm 41 cm

Adjustment options

Tilting to Trendelenburg position* approx. 16° approx. 16°

Tilting to reverse-Trendelenburg position* approx. 18° approx. 18°

Mattress base height
approx. 43 - 82.5 cm 

approx. 55 cm (version without height adjustment)
approx. 43 – 82.5 cm

Backrest angle to approx. 71° to approx. 71°

Thigh rest angle
up to approx. 84° (mechanical version)

to approx. 33° (motorised version)
up to approx. 84° (mechanical version)

to approx. 33° (motorised version)

Feature Deka Deka junior

External bed dimensions

95 cm; mattress 90 cm x 200 cm  –

85 cm; mattress 80 cm x 200 cm o  –

85 cm; mattress 80 cm x 180 cm –

Mattress base division
in 2 sections

in 4 sections o o

Safety sides

Without safety sides

3/4 safety side o o

3/4 safety side with additional wall deflection roller o o

Adjustment options

No height adjustment, manually adjustable backrest o –

No height adjustment, manual back and thigh rest adjustment, and manual tilting o –

Fully mechanical
Motorised backrest adjustment, manual height adjustment, manual thigh rest adjustment  
and manual tilting

o  –

Motorised height adjustment and backrest adjustment, manual thigh rest adjustment  
and manual tilting

o –

Motorised (backrest, thigh rest, height), manual tilting o o

Foot pedal for height adjustments*
Right-hand side

Right and left-hand side o o

Electronic components*

Handset (with locking function) o o

Handset (with locking box) o o

Battery o o

Design of head and footboards

Classic

Valero coated finish* o –

Valero chromium-plated, posts stainless steel* o –

Intercontinental* o –

Design of head and footboards

Head and footboards Classic (posts fixed, handle bar and filling removable)

Head and footboard Valero (removable on headboard, fixed on footboard) o –

Head and footboards Intercontinental (completely removable) o –

Specially secured head and footboards o o

Basic colours
Crystal white similar NCS S 0500-N

Argentum similar RAL 9006 o o

Decontamination, degree of 
protection

Manual reprocessing, IPX6

Automatic reprocessing, IPX6W o o

Mattress bases

Steel mesh base, welded in place

Steel mesh base, removable o o

Hygiene mattress base o o

Radiolucent backrest o –

Wall deflection rollers  
(including deflection cones as 
standard)

4 standard, circumferential

4 universal, circumferential o o

2 universal at head end, 2 standard at foot end) o o

Castors

Standard castor, braked singly, Ø 125 mm

ST smooth running castor Ø 150mm o o

Integral castor Ø 150 mm o o

Double castor Ø 150 mm o o

Conductive castor coating

1 castor

2 castors o o

4 castors o o

Brake pedal
Plastic with coloured marking

Die-cast, chrome-plated o o

Directional castor position 

Head end, right

Head end, left o o

Foot end, right o o

Foot end, left o o

Centre of bed (5th castor)* o o

Additional features

Chassis cover* o o

Bed extension o

Linen holder o o

Option of attaching separate full-length safety sides*

5th castor* o o

 = standard    O = optional    – = not available * not available in every version



Stiegelmeyer GmbH & Co. KG
Ackerstraße 42, 32051 Herford, Germany
Phone  +49 (0) 5221 185 - 0
Fax +49 (0) 5221 185 - 252
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www.stiegelmeyer.com

Finland / Suomi
Stiegelmeyer Oy
Ahjokatu 4 B
15800 Lahti
Phone +358 (0) 3 7536 - 320
Fax +358 (0) 3 7536 - 330
E-Mail  stiegelmeyer@stiegelmeyer.fi
finland.stiegelmeyer.com

France
Stiegelmeyer SAS
451 Chemin de Champivost
69 760 Limonest
Phone +33 (0) 4 7238 - 5336
Fax +33 (0) 4 7238 - 5481
E-Mail contact@stiegelmeyer.fr
france.stiegelmeyer.com

South Africa
Stiegelmeyer Africa (PTY) Ltd
The Estuaries, Century City, Cape Town, 7441
Phone +27 (0) 21 555 - 1415
Fax +27 (0) 21 555 - 0639
E-Mail info.southafrica@stiegelmeyer.com
south-africa.stiegelmeyer.com

Poland / Polska
Stiegelmeyer Sp. z o.o.
86-212 Stolno, Grubno 63
Phone +48 56 6771 - 400
Fax +48 56 6771 - 410
E-Mail info.stolno@stiegelmeyer.pl
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Ihr Bett – unsere Leidenschaft
Your bed – our passion
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Finden Sie Ihren Händler auf unserer W
ebseite:

Find your lo
cal partner at our w

ebsite
:

stiegelmeyer.com/partner

Netherlands / Nederland
Stiegelmeyer BV
Peppelenbos 7
6662 WB Elst
Phone +31 (0) 345 581 - 881
E-Mail info@stiegelmeyer.nl
netherlands.stiegelmeyer.com


